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ABOUT THE TEAM
Spartan Racing is the Formula
Student racing organization
of San Jose State University’s
Charles W. Davidson College of
Engineering. Our organization
designs, manufactures, and
competes with a high caliber
open wheel formula race car
at the international collegiate
stage. The Spartan Racing
organization consists of more

than 70 highly motivated
students that come from
multifaceted backgrounds
such as engineering, business
and multimedia, providing our
organization with the necessary
skill sets to be innovative,
organized, and competitive
against other top level teams
during FSAE events.

Team Ethnicity
White
Other
African American
Latino
Asian

Each year our team designs
a new car with the goal of
continuous improvement at
competitions. We utilize the
latest computer design and
analysis software, innovative
manufacturing and fabrication
processes, and locally
developed testing and validation
methods, in order to produce
the best formula student race
car internationally.
4.3%

Majors
Mechanical Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Business
Biomedical Engineering
Computer Engineering

22%
38%

8%
10%

Electrical Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering

22%

19.1%

34%

11.7%
8.5%

5.3%

17%

ABOUT THE
COMPETITION

Each year, Spartan Racing
designs and builds a new
open-wheel race car for the
purpose of competing in the
Formula SAE student design
competitions. Formula SAE
teams from around the
world race to build the most
competitive vehicle in time for
competition which consists
of a rigorous analysis of
vehicle design by judges from
professional backgrounds and
contend in dynamic racing
events.
The judging extends to events
in Business management and
Cost, while dynamic events
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measure Acceleration, Skidpad,
Autocross, and Endurance.
Competition results are a
reflection of a team’s physical
car, their understanding of it’s
design and validation, as well
as the operational precision and
reliability of the whole group.
Many of the teams travel across
the states and overseas for this
formula-style competition to
prove their engineering prowess
and competitive edge. All in all,
more than 100 teams come to
this 4-day event to exemplify
their university’s engineering
capabilities, camaraderie, and
knowledge.

MEET THE TEAM

Clarence Choi - Media Coordinator
Ashwin Viswesvaran - Chief Engineer
Ashwin is a fourth-year Mechanical Engineering student
and this is his fourth year on the team. On the team, he
has been a part of the vehicle dynamics team developing
a launch control system for SR-12B, and led the powertrain
team for SR-13. His experience as powertrain lead has
prepared him for taking on the challenge of being a chief
engineer for the 2023 season. Ashwin's goals for the
season include pushing the team towards a top 3 finish at
the competition through rigorous design and validation.

Alyssa Froelich - President

Clarence Choi is a third-year Mechanical engineering
student. Having prior skills in managing logistics and
networks, he strives to help provide the team with a more
efficient way of working along with one another and
keeping a good relationship with all sponsors and those
interested in working with the club. His overall goal is to
make sure things run smoothly for the season. Additionally,
He is part of the Chassis team and helps manufacture
components in that department.

Shinika Balasundar - Software Lead and
Safety Officer

Alyssa is currently a fourth-year Business Management
student and this will be her third year with Spartan Racing.
She has developed many skills while working on the
business team such as event management, marketing,
accounting, and sponsor relations. She also assists in
the manufacturing process and enjoys learning about the
technical aspects of the car. Her goals for this season are
to strengthen faculty and sponsor relationships as well as
plan more team events.

Shinika Balasundar is in her second year at San Jose
State studying Computer Engineering. She has been
involved with the team since the start of her college
journey, working with the electric powertrain system as
the powertrain assistant lead. Shinika has always been
interested in racing and made sure to get involved as
soon as she could, implementing the battery management
system and the dash last year. This year, she is determined
to push the boundaries of the current software vehicle
architecture to better integrate with our newest systems to
allow the car to perform its best in competition.

Aaron Hylton - Business Lead and Treasurer

Kai Rehbinder - Project Manager

Aaron is a fourth-year Business Management Information
Systems student and this will be his third year on the team.
Spartan Racing has allowed him to develop himself both
professionally and academically. Being part of this team
has taught him many things, but as the business lead he
has learned how to handle team logistics, financial and
personnel management, sponsor outreach, and funding.

Kai Rehbinder is a second-year Mechanical Engineering
Student. For his second year on the team, he has propelled
himself to new endeavors as Project Manager for the
longevity of ongoing projects, including Carbon Wheels,
Monocoque design, and integration of inhubs. From his
first year, he has learned many skills in designing and
assembling the chassis and shifting components for
SR-13. His goals for the coming years are to see these
projects through in creating the dominant car.
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Damion Chau - Electronics Lead

Rahul Shetty - Chassis Lead

Damion is a senior Electrical Engineering student at San
Jose Staté. During his time at Spartan Racing, Damion
engineered a custom power distribution board and led
multiple projects on the electronics team. He is versed in
PCB and analog circuit design and is willing to learn more
throughout this season. Damion’s dedication and hard
work helped SR-13 become an award-winning vehicle at the
Formula SAE 2022 competition.

Rahul Shetty is a 3rd-year Mechanical Engineering student
with a high sentiment toward cars. Since high school he's
delved into mechanics through cars and joining formula he
has expanded his work and knowledge. Throughout his two
years in the formula, he has learned much about chassis
design and worked on creating a new pedal box in the past
year. He aspires to create a monocoque in the following
years which would propel the team's abilities in having a
lightweight design.

Ely Feldsher - Suspension Lead

Gabriella Khanitsky - Strategy/Vehicle
Dynamics Lead

Ely Feldsher is a fourth-year Mechanical Engineering
student. This will be his second year as Suspension
Lead, and fourth year on the team. On Spartan Racing he
designed anti-squat suspension geometry for SR-12B,
and lead the inboard and kinematics design for SR-13. His
season goal is to strenghten the integration of suspension
and vehicle dynamics. Post gratuation, he aspires to work
in the automotive or energy development fields.

Gabriella Khanitsky is a 4th-year undergraduate student
in Mechanical Engineering with a passion for cars. From
spinning a wrench to slinging tires, she has plenty of
fieldwork under her belt. As a member of Spartan Racing,
she has been a designer for the Final Drive assembly as
well as a member of the strategy and vehicle dynamics
team. Her hope for this season is to continue the quest
for better vehicle performance by developing a knowledge
base amongst current and future designers, as well as
creating strategies that will help Spartan Racing stay
competitive.

Kanishk Varun - Aerodynamics Lead

Esaud Vargas - Powertrain Lead

Kanishk is grad student majoring in Mechanical
engineering and has always been fond of building stuff. His
interest in race cars has peaked over the years especially
formula 1 and he finds it thrilling to design something
and then see it come to life. He started as a member in
powertrain and later branched into vehicle dynamics,
understanding how the car behaves on track. To lead the
Aerodynamics of the car is certainly an opportunity for him
to learn, test, and develop a better understanding of its
performance.

Esaud is a senior Electrical Engineering student. He is a
driven person that takes pride in all the work that he does;
He strives for perfection in all tasks that he performs no
matter how significant. Esaud has spearheaded many
projects for SR13 and SRE-6 such as harness development,
CAN analysis, and sensor selection. He's always eager to
learn and expand his skillset through trial and error and
adapts to any situation that he's thrown into. His optimistic
attitude and excellent communication skills allow him to
push through any stressful situation which is critical as a
lead on the team.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

For the 2022 season, our combustion car (SR-13) placed
4th overall at the FSAE Michigan Competition, putting us
1st in California. We took home a 2nd place trophy for the
acceleration event, and 3rd in design.
Our electric car (SRE-6) placed 8th overall, upholding SRE5’s success in passing the competition’s rigorous electrical
tech inspections. This year, we scored the highest in the
design event in California, placing us top 10 in the country.
We also placed 4th in the endurance event, with 2nd place
in efficiency.
These achievements are a testament to our team’s drive
and capability to be a formidable competitor in the formula
student competition, and we strive to push even further for
the upcoming season.
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TEAM HISTORY - COMBUSTION
SR-1
Engine: Honda CBR600 F4i

SR-11
Engine: Triumph Daytona 675

Horsepower: 73 HP

Horsepower: 85 HP

Torque: 35 ft-lbs

Torque: 54 ft-lbs

Weight: 470 lbs

Weight: 435 lbs

SR-9

SR-12B

Engine: Triumph Street Triple
675

Engine: Triumph Daytona 675
Horsepower: 90 HP

Horsepower: 80 HP

Torque: 64 ft-lbs

Torque: 52 ft-lbs

Weight: 420 lbs

Weight: 420 lbs
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SR-10

SR-13

Engine: Triumph Daytona 675

Engine: Triumph Daytona 675

Horsepower: 83 HP

Horsepower: 95 HP

Torque: 52 ft-lbs

Torque: 56.1 ft-lbs

Weight: 420 lbs

Weight: 454 lbs
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TEAM HISTORY - ELECTRIC

WHY SUPPORT US?
SRE-4
100kW EMRAX 228 Electric
Motor
288V, 7.2kWh Custom Batterypack
Weight: 465 lbs

Due to the nature of the
competition, the cost of a
Formula SAE car quickly
exceeds $100,000! As a 501(C)
(3) non-profit organization,
we rely heavily on support
from sponsors. In addition to
monetary donations, we also
encourage sponsorship of
materials and services that
are necessary for our team to
develop a new competing car
every year.
By supporting the Spartan
Racing team, you will receive a

unique opportunity to promote
your company to a large variety
of high level industry personnel
who are involved with Formula
SAE. Additionally you will have
access to the next generation
of engineers, all equipped with
the skills necessary to design,
build, and validate a complex
engineering project. Your
company will also be affiliated
with one of California’s top
Formula SAE teams, allowing
you to connect with SJSU’s
most qualified individuals
as well as their professional

SRE-5
100kW EMRAX 228 Electric
Motor
300V, 8.1kWh Custom Batterypack
Weight: 470 lbs

SRE-6
100kW EMRAX 228 Electric
Motor
288V, 7.6kWh Custom Batterypack
Weight: 474 lbs
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network. Your support will help
talented students learn and
develop necessary hands-on
skills in engineering, business,
and project management
that are not taught inside the
classroom.
We offer a number of different
sponsorship packages including
benefits that range from your
logo on a prominent position
of our car, access to our talent
network and resumes, and
access to our car and team for
promotional services.

HOW TO DONATE
1. Mail a check to:

Mechanical Engr. Bldg, ATTN: Formula SAE Alyssa Froelich
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0087

2. Give online via giving.sjsu.edu:

Spartan Racing is registered
as 501(c)(3) non-profit
organizations. All donations are
tax deductible. Please see your
tax advisor or contact us for
more details.

i. Select “Give Now”
i. Select “Choose a giving opportunity”
ii. Check the box that says “Formula SAE Fund”

SPONSOR TIER BREAKDOWN
Partner

Under $2,500

Bronze

Silver

$2,500+

$5,000+

Small

Medium

Small

Medium

Gold

$10,000+

Platinum

Title

$20,000+

$30,000+

Large + more
prominent

X-Large + most
prominent

Invitation to
our unveiling
Honored on
our official
website
Logo on car
Logo on team
gear

X-small

Feature on
social media
Access to Design
Review Presentations
Spartan Racing Gift
Basket
Access to
team resumes
Vehicle display
at sponsor’s
location
Profile on our
website

Medium + more
prominent
Medium

Large

X-Large

FSAE TESTIMONIALS
“One exposure/access point
for SpaceX that is outside of
the top schools is the FSAE
competition in Michigan each
year. FSAE draws teams from
many different schools, and
the teams basically design and
build a race car from scratch.
It’s an amazing event; and
SpaceX uses the event to pick
up some of the best gear-heads
in the country.”
- Dolly Singh
Former Head of Talent
Acquisition, SpaceX
“What I find most appealing
about Formula Student is the
innovation that it encourages,
as the competition rules give
the entrants a lot of design
freedom. This results in many
different solutions to the same
issues... Having worked my
way up, I appreciate that to
develop a good grounding
in engineering, practical
experience is essential. Formula
Student combines hands-on
practical applications with
students’ academic studies, but
also gives experience in vital
skills such as budgeting, project
management and team work.
Whether the competitors go
into motorsports or a different
sector of engineering...Formula
Student will help towards their
future success.”
- Ross Brawn
Former Team Principal
Mercedes AMG Petronas F1
Team

“As an FSAE alumni I’m very
familiar with the learning and
experience that comes from
participating in a top ranking
FSAE program such as the
Spartan Racing team at SJSU.
I always look to FSAE grads
for my new hire positions
because of their ability to
design and hit the ground
running. I’ve hired four of them
and know of several others
internally, and every one of
them has been an absolutely
stellar hire. Contributing
to and participating in the
FSAE program has given us
direct access to the best new
Mechanical Engineering talent
as they enter the workforce.”
- Paul Doyle
Mechanical Engineering
Manager
KLA-Tencor

Personal Sponsor
Driver Day
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“Students that are involved in
team projects are much more
successful and sought after
by industry than students who
do not have the advantages
of teamwork, professional
development and the handson skills developed by the
competition.”
- Dr. Robert Woods
Professor; University of Texas at
Arlington
“One of the keys to their
success and ours at Mike Maier,
Inc. is the SAE program. We in
the industry all agree that the
hands-on experience gets young
engineers up to speed much
faster. This is a key component
for a company on the move.
Formula SAE is a must for us
when looking for new talent.”
- Mike Maier
Owner; Mike Maier Inc.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

HILL Manufa
anufacctu
turring Co.

DP PR
PRODU
ODUCCTS, INC.

Bly Tech Manufa
anufacctu
turring
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Special Thanks To:

RICARDO

Central Shops
Joey Penniman
John Wolf
Dean Ehrman
Dr. Okamoto

408-

ENNOID
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Lydie Rashel
Neil Peters
Johnathan Rye
Harry Quackenboss

CONTACT US
Alyssa Froelich - President
alyssa.froelich@sjsu.edu

Ashwin Viswesvaran - Chief Engineer
ashwin.viswesvaran@gmail.com

Esaud Vargas - Powertrain Lead
Esaud.vargasnila@sjsu.edu

Aaron Hylton - Business Lead/Treasurer
aaron.hylton@sjsu.edu

Damion Chau - Electronics Lead
damion.chau@sjsu.edu

Clarence Choi - Media Coordinator
clarence.choi@sjsu.edu

Ely Feldsher - Suspension Lead
ely.feldsher@sjsu.edu

Shinika Balasundar - Software Lead
shinika.balasundar@sjsu.edu

Rahul Shetty - Chassis Lead
rahul.shetty@sjsu.edu

Kanishk Varun - Aerodynamics Lead
kanishk.varun@sjsu.edu

Kai Rehbinder - Project Manager
kai.rehbinder@sjsu.edu

Gabriella Khanitsky - Strategy/VD Lead
gabriella.khanitsky@sjsu.edu

@sjsufsae

@sjsuformulasae

https://sjsuformulasae.com

@SpartanRacingSJSU

sjsuformulasae@gmail.com

